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Abstract—A basic information theoretic model for summa-
rization is formulated. Here summarization is considered as the
process of taking a report of v binary objects, and producing
from it a j element subset that captures most of the important
features of the original report, with importance being defined
via an arbitrary set function endemic to the model. The loss of
information is then measured by a weight average of variational
distances, which we term the semantic loss.
Our results include both cases where the probability distribu-
tion generating the v-length reports are known and unknown.
In the case where it is known, our results demonstrate how
to construct summarizers which minimize the semantic loss.
For the case where the probability distribution is unknown, we
show how to construct summarizers whose semantic loss when
averaged uniformly over all possible distribution converges to the
minimum.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a concrete example of how we shall define information
summarization, consider the following weather report.
Phenomena
High winds X
High UV index X
Heavy Rain X
Snow
Low visibility X
Smog
Typhoon X
Our stance is that such a report is overly detailed, and wish
to design a system that produces summaries such as the
following.
Phenomena or Phenomena
High UV index X High UV index X
Typhoon X Smog
Typhoon X
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In this example it is important to note a typhoon already
implies high winds, heavy rain and low visibility, and heavily
implies the absence of snow. At the same time, the presence
of a typhoon does not generally indicate a high UV index or
the lack of smog; these events should still be reported.
In the abstract, the goal of summarization is to reduce the
dimension of data, without excessive loss of “information.”
This abstract notion is very similar to that of compression
and rate-distortion theory [1, Chapter 5, 10]; summarization is
distinguished in two important ways. First, unlike compression
and rate distortion which feature both an encoder to construct
the efficient representation and a decoder to interpret this
representation, a summarizer only has a single element, the
output of which should be ready for immediate consumption.
Second, we must take into account the importance of the
underlying information, as opposed to simply the likelihood.
For instance, smog may be less likely than a typhoon, but the
typhoon is more essential to include given that both occur.
Despite similarities to established concepts in information
theory, to the best of our knowledge, summarization has never
been considered from the information theoretic perspective.
Instead most of the literature exists within the natural language
processing community and the machine learning community,
see [2], [3], [4] and references there within. The approach of
these communities is to directly engage the general problem,
searching for efficient practical solutions which provide empir-
ically good results1. This differs from a traditional information
theoretic approach, where a simplified model is established
and analyzed in order to determine fundamental limits of the
operational parameters, and to gain insight into how to achieve
those limits2.
To simplify this model, we shall make the following as-
sumptions. First, the data to be summarized is a length-v
binary sequence, which has an arbitrary (not necessarily inde-
pendent) probability distribution relating each symbol. While
the probability distribution over a length-v binary sequence
is arbitrary, every length-v sequence the summarizer observes
is independent and identically distributed. Second, we assume
that the summarizers output needs be “extractive,” meaning
1For discussion on this viewpoint, see Simeone [5, Chapter 1].
2For discussion on this viewpoint, see Han [6, Preface].
that the summarizer can only produce a subset of what is
input, as in the weather example. Finally, we assume the
existence of an arbitrary set function that can be used to
measure the “semantic information” of a random variable.
This last assumption will be further justified in Section III
via example, but it is worth mentioning that, as shown by
Yeung [7], Shannon’s measure of (nonsemantic) information
(entropy) has such a representation. Spurred by this, Lin and
Bilmes [3], [4] have recently argued for the use of submodular
functions in an effort to axiomatically define a notion of
semantic information. Regardless, we will make no other
assumptions on this function other than existence and that it
is finite and positive.
II. NOTATION
Random variables (RV(s)) will be written in upper case,
constants in lower case, and sets in calligraphic font. For
example X can take on value x from X . A n-length sequence
of random variables, variables or sets will be denoted with the
power n, such as Xn. Among sets P(X|Y) will hold special
meaning as the set of conditional probability distributions on
the set X , when given a value from the set Y . That is, if
p ∈ P(X|Y), then py(x) ∈ [0, 1] and
∑
x∈X py(x) = 1 for
all x ∈ X , y ∈ Y . For convenience, given W ⊂ X then
P(W) ⊂ P(X ), where only symbols in W have non-zero
probability. The symbol ∼ will be used to relate probability
distributions and random variables. For example if X ∼ p(x)
and Y ∼ qX(y), for some q ∈ P(Y|X ) and p ∈ P(X ), then
Pr (X = x, Y = y) = qx(y)p(x). When a set is used in a
probability distribution, such as p(Xˆ ) for some Xˆ ⊂ X and
p ∈ P(X ), it means ∑x∈Xˆ p(x).
We shall use π(x
n) to denote the empirical distribution of a
series xn, for example π(0,1,1,1)(0) = 14 while π
(0,1,1,1)(1) =
3
4 . The set T n(xn) denotes the set of n-length sequences with
the same empirical distribution as xn, that is T n(xn) , {xˆn :
π(xˆ
n) = π(x
n)}. It will be important to note that
|T n(xn)| =
(
n
nπ(x
n)(1), . . . , nπ(x
n)(|X |)
)
.
Next Pn(X ) denotes the set of valid empirical distributions for
n-length sequences of symbols from X . Again it is important
to note
|Pn(X )| =
(
n+ |X | − 1
|X | − 1
)
.
1Xˆ is the indicator function,
1Xˆ (x) =
{
1 if x ∈ Xˆ
0 o.w.
,
and E is the expected value operator, where the expectation is
taken over all random variables.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND JUSTIFICATION
The objects to be summarized will be referred to as reports.
A sequence of n-reports will be denoted by a sequence of
RVs Xn = (X(1), . . . , X(n)) ∼ ∏ni=1 p(x(i)), where p ∈
Current Report
X ∼ p(x),
p ∈ P(X )
Summarizer
Y ∼ sXn(y),
s ∈ P(Y|Xn)
Report History
(X(2), . . . , X(n)) ∼∏ni=2 p(x(i))
User with
Semantic Weights:
u : X × 2X → R+
Fig. 1. Model, with design elements highlighted orange.
P(2V) and V is the finite set of possible events. Without loss
of generality we will assume V = {1, . . . , v} for some positive
integer v, and accordingly will refer toX as a v-symbol binary
sequence with xj = 1 denoting possible event j ∈ V occurring
for report x. From here forward X , 2V , or the power set of
V , for convenience.
Although given n-reports the summarizer only needs to
summarize X(1), as shown in Figure 2; to summarize is to
produce a subset of j ∈ Z+ possible events and indicate
whether or not they each occurred. Formally, the summarizer
produces Y = (Yˆ , Y˜ ), Yˆ =
(V
j
)
, Y˜ = {0, 1}j, where
Yˆ is a subset containing j possible events and Y˜ is the
indication of whether or not the possible events in Yˆ occurred.
Because the summarizer only needs to summarize the first
report, we will refer to X(1) as the current report, and
Xn2 , (X(2), . . . , X(n)) as the report history. Note that
finding the optimal summary for X(1) also finds the optimal
summary algorithm for X(k) for k = {2, . . . , n} since they
are identically distributed.
Notice that a summary does not necessarily provide all
of the information about the report, and moreover there are
multiple reports for which a given summary may be the
representative. A specific summary y may be the summary
for any report in3
X (y) , {x ∈ X : y ⊂ x}.
Clearly for a given summarization algorithm, each x ∈ X (y)
does not necessarily generate summary y.
To relate the output of the summarizer to the input we intro-
duce a conditional probability distribution called the summary
interpretation,
iy(x) , 1X (y)(x)
p(x)
p(X (y)) .
The summary interpretation is equal to the probability of a
report for a given summary when averaged uniformly over all
possible summarizers. In this way it represents an end user
which has absolutely no information about the summarizing
algorithm, but knows perfectly the distribution of what is being
summarized.
Having related the report and the summary, our goal will
be to produce summaries which capture most of the “semantic
3We write y ⊂ x if a summary y could lead to x. That is, if yˆ = {1, 2, 5}
then y = (yˆ, y˜) ⊂ x if and only if y˜ = (x1, x2, x5).
v =
x(1) =
y˜ =
yˆ =
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
2
5
0
0
5
3
0
4
1
6
0
7
1
Fig. 2. Summarizer input and output
information” of the current report. In order to capture “seman-
tic information,” included in the model will be a set function
u : X × 2X → R+ denoting semantic weights. The semantic
weights assign to each pair of x ∈ X and subset W ⊆ X
a number representative of the importance that the summary
convey x ∈ W (if x /∈ W then u(x,W) = 0). The motivation
behind the semantic weights is best viewed by the weather
example. With each report there are a number of different
possible implications, for instance, the report might imply
extra layers of clothing are needed, or that it is a nice day to go
outside, or that serious meteorological event is occurring. Each
of these implications can be considered semantic information,
as it has some intuitive meaning. Furthermore, each of these
implications is valid for a large number of possible reports.
In that sense, each set W is representative of some semantic
meaning shared between the collective of reports in the set, and
u(x,W) is represents how important this semantic meaning is
to the report x.
Having defined all aspects endemic to the model, we now
move to discussing the operational parameters. To aggregate
and measure the performance of the summarizer, we shall
use the semantic loss, which is the summarizer analog to a
distortion criteria in rate distortion theory.
Definition 1. The semantic loss of X to Y with semantic
weights u : X × 2X → R+ is
ℓ(X ;Y |u),E

∑
W⊆X
inf
q∈P(W|X )
u(X,W)
∑
x∈X
|qX(x) − iY (x)|
2

.
Consider the semantic loss when there is a singleW such that
u(x,W) 6= 0. In this case the semantic loss is the variational
distance between the summary interpretation and the closest
distribution such that only reports in W occur. Clearly, if
only reports in W were possible, given a particular summary,
then this summary would losslessly convey that a report in
W occurred. Using an f -divergence (see [8, Chapter 4]),
namely variational distance, give us a well studied way to then
measure the distance between the summary interpretation and
the convex set of distributions which perfectly conveyW . This
distance is then averaged over all semantic meanings according
to the semantic weights.
We conclude the section with a more formal definition of a
summarizer. For the purpose of easily specifying operational
parameters, we shall refer to a summarizer by the probability
distribution relating the summary Y and the reports Xn.
Definition 2. For each j ∈ Z+ and δ ∈ R+, a summarizer
s ∈ P(Y|Xn) has length j if
Y =
(V
j
)
× {0, 1}j
and has δ semantic loss for reports Xn and semantic weights
u if
ℓ(X(1);Y |u) ≤ δ
for Y ∼ sXn(y).
A. Universal summarization
In the universal setting, the summarizer is no longer aware
of the distribution p ∈ P(X ) by which Xn ∼ ∏nj=1 p(x(j)),
Since we still assume the end user is aware of this distribution,
the summary interpretation remains unchanged. But, as our
results demonstrate, knowing the summary interpretation is of
vital importance to cultivating good summarizers. Since the
summary interpretation is no longer known, the summarizer
must be able to adapt itself based upon the report history.
To measure the performance in this case, we will consider
the semantic loss when averaged uniformly over all possible
distributions of P (X ). In that way, we can ensure that the
number of distributions for which the summarizer performs
poorly are relatively small.
Definition 3. A summarizer s ∈ P(Y|Xn) has δ-uniform
average semantic loss for semantic weights u if∫
P(X )
ℓ(X(1);Y |u)dr ≤ δ
for Y ∼ sXn(y), Xn ∼
∏n
j=1 r(x(j)) and r uniform over
P(X ).
IV. RESULTS
.
Our objective is to find optimal, or close to optimal,
summarization algorithms. To this end, we first classify what
the semantic loss is for a summarizer, and then use that value
to determine which summarizer produces the smallest value.
Lemma 4. Summarizer s ∈ P(Y|Xn) has a semantic loss for
reports Xn ∼∏nm=1 p(x(m)) and semantic weights u of∑
x∈X ,
y∈Y
p(x)sx(y)
∑
W⊆X
u(x,W)(1− iy(W)),
where sx(y) =
∑
xn:x(1)=x (
∏n
m=2 p(x(m))) sxn(y).
Corollary 5. The minimum semantic loss for reports Xn ∼∏n
m=1 p(x(m)) and semantic weights u is∑
x
p(x)min
y∈Y
∑
W⊆X
u(x,W)(1 − iy(W)).
See Appendix B for proof.
Lemma 4 demonstrates that the semantic loss is the
weighted average of the summary interpretation’s concentra-
tion outside W ; that is the semantic loss is the weighted
average of the various semantic meanings being false under
the summary interpretation. Corollary 5 also suggests a sum-
marization algorithm to achieve it. In particular, given reports
xn, the summarizer selects the summary y which minimizes∑
W
u(x(1),W)
(
1− p(W ∩X (y)
p(X (y))
)
.
To do so though, requires the summarizer know p a priori.
When moving to the universal setting the value of p is
unknown, and instead the distribution p has to be inferred
from the reports. Here we seek to derive the uniform average
semantic loss, for semantic weights u, and then find the
summarization algorithm to optimize it.
Theorem 6. Summarizer s ∈ P(Y|Xn) has a uniform average
semantic loss for semantic weights u of∑
xn∈Xn,
y∈Y,
W⊆X
sxn(y)u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
(1− ηxn,y,W)
where
ηxn,y,W , q(x
n)(W ∩X (y))
·
∞∑
k=0
(
n+ |X |−(n+ |X |+ 1)qˆ(xn) (X (y)) + k)! (n+ |X |)(
n+ |X |−(n+ |X |+ 1)qˆ(xn)(X (y)))! (n+ |X |+ k)! ,
q(x
n)(a) ,
nπ(x
n)(a) + 1
n+ |X | ∀a ∈ X ,
qˆ(x
n)(a) ,


npi(x
n)(a)+2
n+|X |+1 if a = x(1)
npi(x
n)(a)+1
n+|X |+1 else
∀a ∈ X .
See Appendix C for proof.
Theorem 6 though, unlike Lemma 4, is not a closed form
solution. In order to assuage this malady the following ap-
proximation is provided.
Lemma 7. For positive integers b, c such that 1 ≤ b < b+2 ≤
c,
c+ 1
c− b ≤
∞∑
t=0
(b + t)!c!
(c+ t)!b!
≤ c+ 1
c− b (1 + ε(c− b))
where
ε(a) = 3
1 + ln(a)
a
+ 4e
1
12 · 2−a2 .
See Appendix D for proof.
Using Theorem 6 and Lemma 7 will allow us to construct
a theorem analogous to Corollary 5.
Theorem 8. The minimum uniform average semantic loss for
semantic weights u, is equal to
− λn +
∑
xn∈Xn
µ(xn)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
where
µ(xn) , min
y∈Y
∑
W⊆X
u(x(1),W)
(
1− q
(xn)(W ∩X (y))
qˆ(xn)(X (y))
)
and q(x
n) and qˆ(x
n) from Theorem 6, while λn satisfies
0 < λn < u
∗
[
(|X | − 1)|X |
n−√n+ |X | − 1ε(|X |2
−j) + ε(
√
n)
]
with u∗ =
∑
x∈X |X |−1
∑
W⊆X u(x,W), and ε from
Lemma 7.
See Appendix E for proof.
Note that limn→∞ λn = 0, and thus Theorem 8 shows that
a summarizer that y to minimize∑
W⊆X
u(x(1),W)
(
1− q
(xn)(W ∩X (y))
qˆ(xn)(X (y))
)
will asymptotically with report history minimize the uniform
average semantic loss for semantic weights u. Hence regard-
less of the set function to characterize semantic meaning,
the optimal summarizer still treats the underlying summary
interpretation as q
(xn)
qˆ(xn)
.
V. CONCLUSION
Going forward it will be important to derive representations
for the semantic weights which are practical and perform well
in practice. Indeed, one aspect not previously mentioned is
that for any “optimal” summary, regardless of how optimal
is defined, there are a set of semantic weights such that it is
also the optimal summary in our model. To see this, consider
an optimal (deterministic) summarizer defined by the mapping
x 7→ yx, and recognize that this is also an optimal summary
in our model for semantic weights
u(x,W) =
{
1 if W = X (yx)
0 otherwise
.
While the above is clearly not edifying, it does demonstrate
the generality of our model. Nevertheless, determination of
simple semantic weights that perform well in practice would
validate the presented model.
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APPENDIX A
LEMMAS
Lemma 9.∫ c
0
(c− x)axb dx = a!b!
(a+ b+ 1)!
ca+b+1
for all non negative integers a, b and real number c ∈ [0, 1].
Proof:
First observe that∫ c
0
(c− x)axbdx = ca+b
∫ c
0
(
1− x
c
)a (x
a
)b
= ca+b+1
∫ 1
0
(1− t)atbdt. (1)
The final integral can be found in [1], but we include it for
completeness. Specifically,∫ 1
0
(1 − t)atbdt
=
[
1
b+ 1
(1 − t)atb+1
]1
0
+
a
b+ 1
∫ 1
0
(1− t)a−1tb+1dt
=
a
b+ 1
∫ 1
0
(1− t)a−1tb+1dt
by using integration by parts (setting u = (1 − t)a and dv =
tbdt). Thus ∫ 1
0
(1− t)atbdt = b!a!
(a+ b + 1)!
,
from recursion.
Corollary 10. Distribution r ∈ P(P(X )), where r(p) =
(|X | − 1)!, is the uniform distribution over P(X ).
Proof: First note that P(X ) is a convex set
(p1, . . . , p|X |) ∈ R|X | :

 pi ∈ [0, p¯i]i ∈ {1, . . . , |X | − 1} ,
p|X | = p¯|X |



 ,
where p¯i , 1−
∑i−1
j=1 pj . Hence if r is the uniform probability
density function over P(X ) then there exists a constant
positive real number c such that r(p) = c and∫ 1
0
∫ p¯2
0
· · ·
∫ p¯|X|−1
0
cdp1 . . .dp|X |−1 = 1. (2)
Using Lemma 9 to repeatedly evaluate the LHS of (2) yields∫ 1
0
∫ p¯2
0
· · ·
∫ p¯|X|−1
0
cdp1 . . . dp|X−1| =
c
(|X | − 1)! ,
hence
r(p) = c = (|X | − 1)!.
Lemma 11.
(k + 1)−(t−1)
t− 1 ≤
∞∑
j=k+1
j−t ≤ k
−(t−1)
t− 1
for all positive integers k and real numbers t > 1.
Proof: First note that k−t is convex in k since t > 1, and
thus
(k + 1)−t+1
t− 1 =
∫ ∞
k+1
x−tdx ≤
∞∑
j=k+1
j−t
≤
∫ ∞
k+1
(x− 1)−tdx = k
−t+1
t− 1 .
Lemma 12. For a > b positive real numbers,(a
b
)b
e−(a−b) ≤ 1.
Proof: For any positive real number y, by definition
lim
x→∞
(
1 +
y
x
)x
= ey. (3)
Hence we must show that f(x, y) ,
(
1 + yx
)x
is a monoton-
ically increasing function of x for all x ≥ 1, since then
(a
b
)b
=
(
1 +
a− b
b
)b
≤ ea−b.
Clearly though
∂
∂x
f(x, y) =
(
1 +
y
x
)x [
ln
(
x+ y
x
)
+
x
y + x
− 1
]
. (4)
This derivative is always positive, since the function g(u) ,
lnu+ 1u − 1 ≥ 0 for all u ≥ 1. Indeed g(u) ≥ g(1) since
d
du
g(u) =
u− 1
u2
≥ 0 ∀u ≥ 1,
and g(1) = ln 1 + 1− 1 = 0.
Lemma 13. For positive integers a > b, and positive integer
j,
e−b
(
1 + bj
)b+j+ 12
e−a
(
1 + aj
)a+j+ 12 ≤ 1.
Proof:
That
f(b)
f(a) ≤ 1, where f(x) , e−x
(
1 + xj
)x+j+ 12
follows
directly from
∂
∂x
f(x) = f(x)
[
1
2(x+ j)
+ ln
(
1 +
x
j
)]
≥ 0
for all positive values of x.
Lemma 14. For positive integers b, c such that 1 ≤ b < b +
2 ≤ c, √
c
b
≤ 2 c−b2 .
Proof:
For b = 1 the lemma follows because c ≥ b + 2 ≥ 3 and
c ≤ 2c−1 for all c ≥ 2.
For b ≥ 2,
log2 c− log2 b ≤ (c− b) · max
x∈[b,c]
d log2 x
dx
=
c− b
b ln 2
< c− b
implies that √
c
b
= 2
1
2 [log2 c−log2 b] ≤ 2 c−b2 .
APPENDIX B
LEMMA 4
Proof: If
inf
q∈P(W|X )
∑
x∈X
1
2
|qxˆ(x)− iy(x)| = 1− iy(W), (5)
then clearly
ℓ(X ;Y |u) =
∑
x∈X ,
y∈Y
p(x)sx(y)
∑
W⊆X
u(x,W)(1 − iy(W))
(6)
by definition.
To prove Equation (5), first obtain a lower bound to the
LHS of Equation (5) via∑
x∈X
1
2
|qxˆ(x)− iy(x)| = max
X˜⊆X
qx(X˜ )− iy(X˜ ) (7)
≥ qx(W)− iy(W) = 1− iy(W), (8)
where Equation (7) is an alternative equation for the variational
distance. Next let q˜ ∈ P(W|X ) be any distribution such that
qxˆ(a) ≥ iy(a) for all a ∈ W . Now obtain an upper bound to
Equation (5) via
inf
q∈P(W|X )
∑
x∈X
1
2
|qxˆ(x) − iy(x)|
≤
∑
x∈X
1
2
|q˜xˆ(x)− iy(x)| (9)
=
∑
a∈W q˜xˆ(x)− iy(x)
2
+
∑
a∈X−W iy(x)
2
(10)
=
1− iy(W)
2
+
iy(X −W)
2
= 1− iy(W). (11)
APPENDIX C
PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS
Proof:
To begin the proof, note the uniform average semantic loss
for a given summarizer can be written∑
xn∈Xn,
y∈Y,
W⊆X
sxn(y)u(x(1),W)α(W , xn, y) (12)
where
α(W , xn, y)=
∫
P(X )
r(p)
(
n∏
m=1
p(x(m))
)(
1− p(W ∩X (y)
p(X (y))
)
dr,
and r is uniform over P(X ), due to the integral function being
linear. The proof proceeds by evaluating α(W , xn, y), and
specifically showing
α(W , xn, y) = 1|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
(1− ηxn,y,W) . (13)
To help in evaluating the integrals, assume that X =
{1, . . . , |X |}, and let
pm , p(m),
p¯m , 1−
k−1∑
m=1
pk,
tm , nπ
(xn)(m),
t¯m , |X | −m+
|X |∑
k=m
tk = |X | −m+ n−
m−1∑
k=1
tk,
for all m ∈ X . Of importance throughout the proof will be
that
p¯m = p¯m−1 − pm−1 (14)
for all integers m ∈ X , and that
t¯m = t¯m+1 + tm + 1. (15)
Two notable values are t¯1 = n + |X | − 1 and p¯1 = 1.
Also, without loss of generality assume that W ∩ X (y) =
{1, . . . , w}, X (y) = {1, . . . , z} and x(1) = 1.
With this new notation
α(W , xn, y) =(|X | − 1)!
∫
P(X )

 |X |∏
m=1
ptmm

dpn
− (|X | − 1)!
∫
P(X )

 |X |∏
m=1
ptmm

∑wm=1 pm∑z
m=1 pm
dpn
(16)
where dpn = dpndpn−1 . . . dp1, since r(p) = (|X | − 1)! by
corollary 10 and P(X ) is the convex set
(p1, . . . , p|X |) ∈ R|X |:

 pm ∈ [0, p¯m]m ∈ {1, . . . , |X | − 1} ,
p|X | = p¯|X |



 .
Of the two integrals in (16) we shall only show
∫
P(X )

 |X |∏
m=1
ptmm

∑wm=1 pm∑z
m=1 pm
dpn=
ηxn,y,W
(|X | − 1)!|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
(17)
since∫
P(X )

 |X |∏
m=1
ptmm

dpn = 1
(|X | − 1)!|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
(18)
follows similarly. At this point note that Equation (13) directly
follows from Equations (16), (17) and (18), so validating Equa-
tion (18) would finish the proof. We shall prove Equation (17)
through a rather tedious recursion process. To aid in this
recursion we shall, in an abuse of notation, write P˜(k) to
denote the convex set{
(p1, . . . , pk) ∈ Rk :
(
pm ∈ [0, p¯m]
m ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
)}
,
and use dpk to denote the differential sequence
dpkdpk−1 . . . dp1.
Write the LHS of (17)
∫
P˜(|X |−2)

|X |−2∏
m=1
ptmm

∑wm=1 pm∑z
m=1 pm
·
(∫ p¯|X|−1
0
p
t|X|−1
|X |−1
(
p¯|X |−1 − p|X |−1
)t|X|dp|X |−1
)
dp|X |−2,
(19)
by using p|X | = p¯|X | = p¯|X |−1 − p|X |−1, via Equation (14).
The inner integration can be performed via Lemma 9 yielding
t|X |!t|X |−1!
t¯|X |−1!
∫
P˜(|X |−2)

|X |−2∏
m=1
ptmm

∑wm=1 pm∑z
m=1 pm
p¯
t¯|X|−1
|X |−1dp
|X |−2
=
t|X |!t|X |−1!
t¯|X |−1!
∫
P˜(|X |−3)

|X |−3∏
m=1
ptmm

∑wm=1 pm∑z
m=1 pm
·
(∫ p¯|X|−2
0
p
t|X|−2
|X |−2
(
p¯|X |−2 − p|X |−2
)t¯|X|−1dp|X |−2
)
dp|X |−3
(20)
where (20) follows via Equation (14), this time to show
p¯|X |−1 = p¯|X |−2 − p|X |−2 term. This process of using
Lemma 9 to evaluate the integral, and then using Equation (14)
to put the result into a form which can be evaluated using
Lemma 9 can be repeated to evaluate the integrals over
p|X |−2, . . . , pz+1; doing so yields∏|X |
m=z+1 tm!
t¯z+1!
∫
P˜(z)
(
z∏
m=1
ptmm
)
(p¯z − pz)t¯z+1
∑w
m=1 pm∑z
m=1 pm
dpz.
(21)
At this point the recursion no longer directly applies since
the next variable of integration, pz , is contained in the denom-
inator of the fraction. To address this, use the Taylor series
expansion of 11−x , specifically as follows
1∑z
m=1 pm
=
1
1− (p¯z − pz) = (p¯z − pz)
k
. (22)
Plugging (22) into (21) and exchanging the summations and
integrals results in∏|X |
m=z+1 tm!
t¯z+1!
∞∑
k=0
w∑
mˆ=1
∫
P˜z
(
z∏
m=1
ptmm
)
(p¯z − pz)t¯z+1+kpmˆdpz.
(23)
From here, evaluating all remaining integrals using the recur-
sive process by which Equation (20) and (21) are obtained
yields
∞∑
k=0
w∑
mˆ=1
(t¯z+1 + k)!(tmˆ + 1)
∏|X |
m=1 tm!
t¯z+1! (t¯1 + k + 1)!
. (24)
Then
1
(|X | − 1)!
∏|X |
m=1 tm!
n!
n!(|X | − 1)!
(n+ |X | − 1)!
·
(
w∑
mˆ=1
tmˆ + 1
n+ |X |
)( ∞∑
k=0
(n+ |X |)! (t¯z+1 + k)!
t¯z+1! (t¯1 + k + 1)!
)
(25)
follows from “simplifying” (24). Equation (17) is there-
fore verified, completing the proof, having shown the LHS
equals (25) since
∏|X |
m=1 tm!
n!
=
∏|X |
m=1(nπ
(xn)(m))!
n!
= |T n(xn)|
n!(|X | − 1)!
(n+ |X | − 1)! = |Pn(X )|
w∑
mˆ=1
tmˆ + 1
n+ |X | =
w∑
mˆ=1
nπ(x
n)(mˆ) + 1
n+ |X | = q
(xn)(W ∩X (y))
t¯1 + k + 1 = n+ |X |
t¯z+1 = n+ |X |+ k − 1−
z∑
m=1
(nπ(x
n)(m) + 1)
= n+ |X | − (n+ |X |+ 1)qˆ(xn)(X (y)).
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Proof: Let s(j) , (b+j)!c!(c+j)!b! .
The lower bound follows primarily because
s(j) =
(b + 1) . . . (b + j)
(c+ 1) . . . (c+ j)
≥
(
b+ 1
c+ 1
)j
. (26)
Indeed given Equation (26)
∞∑
j=0
(b + j)!c!
(c+ j)!b!
≥
∞∑
j=0
(
b+ 1
c+ 1
)j
=
c+ 1
c− b (27)
since bc < 1.
The upper bound is a bit more involved. Begin by letting φ
and ρ be arbitrary positive integers the values for which will be
specified later. We are going to split the summation of s(j) into
three distinct regions, each of which will be given a different
upper bound. This is done because s(j) behaves differently
depending on where it is in the summation terms, with earlier
terms more resembling the Taylor series of 1/(1 − x) while
the later terms more resemble a geometric series. In specific,
∞∑
j=0
s(j) ≤
φ∑
j=0
(
b + φ
c+ φ
)j
+
ρ∑
j=φ+1
(
b+ ρ
c+ ρ
)j
+
∞∑
j=ρ+1
e
1
12b
(
cc+1/2
bb+1/2
e−(c−b)
)
jb−c

e−b
(
1 + bj
)b+j+1/2
e−c
(
1 + cj
)c+j+1/2


(28)
since b+kc+k =
b
c +
k
c
(
1− b+kc+k
)
> bc while
s(j) ≤ e 112b
(
cc+1/2
bb+1/2
e−(c−b)
)
jb−c

e−b
(
1 + bj
)b+j+1/2
e−c
(
1 + cj
)c+j+1/2


(29)
follows by replacing all factorials with their appropriate
counter parts from Robbin’s sharpening of Stirling’s formula4.
Now extending the first two summations to infinity, and
making use of Lemmas 12 and 13 gives
∞∑
j=0
s(j) ≤
∞∑
j=0
(
b+ φ
c+ φ
)j
+
∞∑
j=φ+1
(
b + ρ
c+ ρ
)j
+ e
1
12b
√
c
b
cc−b
∞∑
j=ρ+1
j−(c−b). (30)
Since ρ was arbitrary
∞∑
j=0
s(j) ≤ c+ 1
c− b
(
1 +
φ− 1
c+ 1
)
+ e−
c−b
3c (φ+1)
3c
c− b
+ e
1
12b
2c
√
c
(c− b − 1)
√
b
2−(c−b)
≤ c+ 1
c− b
(
1 +
φ
c
+ 3e−
c−b
3c φ + 4e
1
12 2−
c−b
2
)
, (31)
follows from Equations (30) by setting ρ = 2c and then rec-
ognizing the first two summations as Taylor series expansions
of 1/(1− x), using [1, Lemma 10.5.3]5 to show(
b+ 2c
3c
)φ+1
=
(
1− c− b
3c
)φ+1
≤ e− c−b3c (φ+1),
and for the final summation using Lemmas 11, 14 and that
c ≥ b+ 2 > b ≥ 1.
4
√
2pinn+
1
2 e
−n+ 1
12n+1 ≤ n! ≤
√
2pinn+
1
2 e
−n+ 1
12n
for all positive integers n
5For 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, n > 0,
(1 − xy)n ≤ 1− x+ e−yn.
Choosing φ = 3c ln(c−b)c−b in Equation (31) yields
∞∑
j=0
s(j) ≤ c+ 1
c− b
(
1 + 3
1 + ln(c− b)
c− b + 4e
1
12 2−
c−b
2
)
.
(32)
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Proof: First,
ηxn,y,W ≥ q
(xn)(W ∩X (y))
qˆ(xn)(X (y)) (33)
by Lemma 7, implying that
min
s∈P(Y|Xn)
∑
xn∈Xn,
y∈Y,
W⊆X
sxn(y)u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
(1− ηxn,y,W)
≤
∑
xn∈Xn,
W⊆X
u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
min
y∈Y
(
1− q
(xn)(W ∩X (y))
qˆ(xn)(X (y))
)
.
(34)
Likewise
ηxn,y,W
≤ q
(xn)(W ∩X (y))
qˆ(xn)(X (y))
[
1 + ε
(
(n+ |X |+ 1)qˆ(xn)(X (y))
)]
(35)
by Lemma 7, thus showing (which we will do momentarily)∑
xn∈Xn,
y∈Y,
W⊆X
sxn(y)u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
ε
(
(n+ |X |+ 1)qˆ(xn)(X (y))
)
≤ u∗
(
(|X | − 1)|X |
n−√n+ |X | − 1ε(|X |2
−j) + ε(
√
n)
)
(36)
implies
min
s∈P(Y|Xn)
∑
xn∈Xn,
y∈Y,
W⊆X
sxn(y)u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
(1− ηxn,y,W)
≥ u∗
(
(|X | − 1)|X |
n−√n+ |X | − 1ε(|X |2
−j) + ε(
√
n)
)
+
∑
xn∈Xn,
W⊆X
u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
min
y∈Y
(
1− q
(xn)(W ∩X (y))
qˆ(xn)(X (y))
)
.
(37)
Combining Equation (34) and (37) proves the theorem.
Returning to prove Equation (36), we will need the three
following technical results.
The first technical result is∣∣∣∣
{
xn ∈ Xn : π
(xn) = ρ,
x(1) = a
}∣∣∣∣
|T n(xn)|
= ρ(a) (38)
for all ρ ∈ Pn(X ), xn such that π(xn) = ρ, and a ∈ X .
Indeed, this is a straightforward combinatorial result since the
term in the is simply |T n−1(x(2),x(3),...,x(n))|, that is(
n− 1
nρ(1), . . . , nρ(a− 1), nρ(a)− 1, nρ(a+ 1), . . . , nρ(|X |)
)
,
because fixing the empirical distribution of n-length sequences
over X , and fixing the first symbol in the sequence, also fixes
the empirical distribution of the second through n-th symbols.
The second technical result is
|{ρ ∈ Pn(X ) : nρ(a) <
√
n}|
|Pn(X )| ≤
(|X | − 1)√n
n−√n+ |X | − 1 . (39)
This technical result is a consequence of
|{ρ ∈ Pn(X ) : nρ(a) ≥
√
n}|
|Pn(X )| =
(
n−√n+ |X | − 1
|X | − 1
)
(
n+ |X | − 1
|X | − 1
)
(40)
≥ 1−
√
n(|X | − 1)
n−√n+ |X | − 1
(41)
where the initial equality can be easily seen via a “stars and
bars” proof, where the first bar must be chosen after the
√
n-th
star.
The third and final technical result is∑
ρ∈Pn(X )
ρ(a)
|Pn(X )| =
1
|X | , (42)
for all a ∈ X . Indeed, this result follows from combining∑
xn∈Xn
1
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
= 1 (43)
and ∑
xn∈Xn
1
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
=
∑
a∈X
∑
ρ∈Pn(X )
ρ(a)
|Pn(X )| (44)
= |X |
∑
ρ∈Pn(X )
ρ(a)
|Pn(X )| (45)
where the first equality is due to (38), and the second equality
due to the inner sum must being equal for all a ∈ X by
symmetry .
Now with these technical results in tow, and recognizing
that ε(k) is monotonically decreasing with k shows that the
LHS of Equation (36) is less than or equal to∑
xn∈Xn,
y∈Y,
W⊆X
sxn(y)u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
ε
(
(n+ |X |+ 1)qˆ(xn)(x(1))
)
=
∑
xn∈Xn,
W⊆X
u(x(1),W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
ε
(
(n+ |X |+ 1)qˆ(xn)(x(1))
)
.
(46)
Next splitting up the summation by the type sets and which
report needs to be summarizer, the above bounding can be
continued with
≤
∑
ρ∈Pn(X ),
a∈X
∑
xn∈Xn:
pi(x
n)=ρ
x(1)=a
∑
W⊆X u(a,W)
|T n(xn)||Pn(X )|
ε
(
nρ(a) + |X |2−j) ,
(47)
where the fact that |X (y)| = |X |2−j for a length j-summarizer
has been used. To which we may apply our first technical
result, Equation (38), yielding
=
∑
a∈X
∑
ρ∈Pn(X )
ρ(a)
∑
W⊆X u(a,W)
|Pn(X )| ε
(
nρ(a) + |X |2−j)
(48)
Which itself is
≤
∑
a∈X
∑
ρ∈Pn(X ):nρ(a)<
√
n
1√
n
∑
W⊆X u(a,W)
|Pn(X )| ε
(|X |2−j)
+
∑
a∈X
∑
ρ∈Pn(X )
ρ(a)
∑
W⊆X u(a,W)
|Pn(X )| ε
(√
n
)
(49)
by ε(k) being a monotonically increasing function of k and
recognizing that nρ(a) <
√
n also means that ρ(a) ≤ 1√
n
.
Finally applying our second and third technical results, Equa-
tions (39) and (42), yields
≤
∑
a∈X ,
W⊆X
u(a,W)
|X |
(|X | − 1)|X |
n−√n+ |X | − 1ε
(|X |2−j)
+
∑
a∈X ,
W⊆X
u(a,W)
|X | ε
(√
n
)
= u∗
(
(|X | − 1)|X |
n−√n+ |X | − 1ε(|X |2
−j) + ε(
√
n)
)
(50)
